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AMERICAS ANCIENT inhabitants
MR JOEL RICKS who gave an account of the antiquities and remnants of
an extinct people discovered in southern utah and which account ap-
peared in a recent number of the millennial STAR has continuedcontinucontinaedhischishis
researches into arizona and writes from there to the deseret newsS ewsaws of his
explorations as follows

when the jesuit priests entered the salt river valley arizona upwards
of three hundred years ago they were surprised to find everywhere vast
evidences of an old civilization the remainsremains of a people who through long
periods hadbad grown and developed flourished and passed away on every
liandhandllandiland were the ruins of their houses temples and forts reduced by the
action of the elements during the long ages that had passed since their
abandonment to mere heaps of earth on which were growing the mesquit
brush and around which stood the great cactus trees like solemn sentinels
as if keeping guard over the graves of the ancient people in every direc-
tion ran the ancient canals which in former times had enlivened the desert
and given life to the fields of green that spread like a mantle over the
plain when asked regarding the ancient people the wild indians shook
their heads their traditions had become silent concerning them since
that time there has been little change in the condition of the ruins the
tops of the mounds are crusted and baked until now the rainfall has little
effect upon them indeed we believe that they are still capable of enduring
for many hundreds of years to come without material change that is so
far as the elements are concerned but modern civilization is makinginmalinginmaking in-
roads upon them and fast obliterating them from the face of the earth

the first canal was taken out of salt river a few miles above the mouth
of the verde and skirting the base of superstition mountain it ran off
southwards towards the gila a distance of thirty five miles or more from
that point at intervals of a few miles all the way down the valley to the
mouth of the hassayampaHassayampa creek a distance of nearly eighty miles are
traces of the ancient canals then too the waters of the agua fria and
verde rivers were utilized for irrigating purposes as is attested by the old
canals found along their banks the waters of the gila were diverteddivertedatdivertedatat
convenient points and canals carried far out into the desert south of the
river where casa grande now stands

1 I do not think it would be an exaggerationaggerationox to say that there was more
land irrigated by the ancient people in this part of arizona than istois todayto day
cultivated in all utah and when I1 consider the productiveness of the
soil here and the advantages of the climate I1 believe the country could
sustain and did sustain more than twice the present population of our
fair territory

the combined length of these old canals would be more than 1000
miles to say nothing of the thousands of small canals and ditches radiat-
ing in every direction distributing the waters to every part of the plain

the ruins of the villages and cities are found almost everywhere and
in that olden time when the buildings were intact and inhabited the
people must have been in easy call of each other ffromrom one end of this
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great valley to the other theruinsqfthe ruins of large buildings which arearparg usually
believed to have been temples or places of worship are found distributed
among the other ruins at distances of from three to five miles apart all
over the valley

one of these buildings I1 visited is just north of mesa city it stands
onnonaon a level plain and is surrounded on all sides by hundreds of smaller
mounds it is rectangular being four hundred feet long and about sixty
feet wide and about twenty feet high on the eastern side was an apron
or open court the same size as the building and which was enclosed by a
wall ten or twelve feet high the entrance to the enclosure was in the
centre of the east wall of the court the building corresponded as nearly
to the cardinal points as it would be possible for our best engineers to
make it todayto day judging from the vast amount of rubbish that occupies
the site of the building and which at one time formed a part of its walls
I1 incline to tilethetiietlle opinion that it was from three to four stories high and
must have been a conspicuous object on the plain there are a great
many of tthesehese temples in the valley and while they differ some little in
plan of building they all were constructed of the same material and have
the same air of antiquity about them

the dwellings of the people are everywhere you find them thickest
on the edge of the mesa along the river and away out on the plain they
are grouped around tilethetiietlle temples but it seems that there was nothing to
prevent the inhabitant from building where he chose as you will find ruins
of houses along the canals and scattered about over what must have been
the cultivated lands I1 have no doubt but that men built their houses
where they would bobe convenient to their work the man whose duty it
was to watch and keep the canal in repair lived there the farmer lived
coconvenient to his lands but the ruins testify that the most favored place
to dwell was in the vicinity of the temple

there seems to have been as wide a difference between the dwellings of
this strange people as there is with us at the present time men built
houses according to their requirements and their wealth you will find
small mounds mere heaps of earth that indicate that there once stood the
one room abode of some poor mortal in another place not far away are
larger remains a house of many rooms where no doubt lived a man of
wealth rolling in all the luxury of those primeval times it would bobe
difficult to say definitely just what was the design of these ancient abodes
but after making a careful study of them I1 believe they were not very
unlike the box shaped mud roofed mexican house of the present time

that style of a building is very popular in this country indeed from the
earliest times it has been very popular among the inhabitants of the warm
countries of the east it was the prevailing style at jerusalem in egypt
and was even used by the mexicans at the time of the conquest three
hundred and fifty years ago the zuni indians still build their houses
much after the same principle it is particularly adapted to the require-
ments of a country like this where the climate is warm and where wood

because of its itsscarcityscarcity becomes a consideration
it hashas beensaidbeen saidsald many times that these old buildings were constructed
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of adobe this is a mistakeamisiake I1 have eexaminedxaminecamined many of them and have
yet to seegee one so constructed they are built with cement and aftaftertheaffcertheerthe
manner that we erect our concrete houses no one who has ever seen the
ruins and noted the layers of cement as they have been placed on the
walls one after the other will be willing to admit that adobesacobes in any form
entered into their construction another thing all who have carefully
examined the material used in these old buildings claim that lime was
used largely in its preparation the residents of todayto day in the vicinity of
the mounds when they want material for plastering or for laying up
adobe buildings go to the mounds for it claiming that it works up much
better than the clay found elsewhere oilon the plain

in many of the ruins that have been disturbed the old walls cacanfi be
easily traced protruding through the mass of rubbish that has accuiiauaccumu-
lated around them being preserved by the hardness of the cement1romcement from
the action of the elements so hard are they that a blow with apickabicka pick
makes little impression upon them

who are they and whence came they these are questions asked by
every visitor to the ruins regarding the people who built here up tothe
present no one has been able to answer the questions satisfactorily A
recent writer oilon the subject says the selection of the location of their
homes seems to indicate that they were originally a maritime people from
either asia or africa more probably the former who landing on the coast
of lower california when that peninsula was more closely connected with
the mainland than at present drifted north and eastward along theithe
colorado and gila until they overran and settled the irrigable land cocon-
tiguous

A

to each of these streams this seems the most probable theory
as the lines of their settlements apparently radiate from near the mouth
of the colorado whether this is the correct theory or not I1 would not
venture to say but from the fact that the old civilization appears to have
reached its highest development in this valley that the ruins north and
south indicateplainlyindicat6plainlyindicate plainly that they were only offshoots from the center that
there are wide tracts of land in every direction surrounding them that
seem to have been capable of redemption and settlement and on which
there are no traces of old cities I1 incline to the opinion that this par-
ticular family came here by sea they probably came up the gulf of
california and spread along the river courses everything indicates that
their development was gradual and their occupancy of the country ex-
tended over a long period of time

it seems to me that the book of mormon furnishes a parallel to what
was apparently the history of this ancient people it will be remembered
tbataboutthat about fifty five years before christ a man named hagothharoth built a
large ship and launched it into the pacific ocean somewhere near panama
bay margekargeA large number of nephitesnepbitesNephitesbites went on board of it and sailed to some
point on the west coast of north america where they made a home we
are not told where they landed but the country was evidently a desert so
much so that it was necessary for a time to send the new colonists food by
ships there was no timber there and the settlers were obliged to build
their houses with cement in the working of which we are told they became
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expert what timber they used was also sent to them by means of
shipping now we will not say that those ships coasted along the shore
of mexico and landed at the head of the gulf of california for we do not
know but it is certain that there is a striking similarity between the old
nephite country and this one another thing about it is how joseph
smith found out that there were remains of cement houses in arizona for
without that knowledge it was rather presumptuous on his part to make
his ancient people build their cities of that material z yet we know that
at thetlletile time he published the book of ALmormonformonlormon it was impossible for him to
have had any suohhuoh knowledge from actual modern research

TO BE CONTINUED

FACTS AND EVENTS

at a fire in whitechapel london five personspersona were burned to death
the women of new zealand have now secured the passage of the womanscomans suffrage bill

by a majority of two

statistics published at bombay with respect to the health of thearmytheartythe army in india show
that 550650 men per 1000 were admitted to the hospitals last year suffering from contagious
diseases and that thus 4000 were constantly unfit for duty

elise adamson a woman employed as cook at a house in udet roadboad liverpool has
been sent to jail for a month for stealing food and fuel from her mistresss house she
had taken it home to her husband who was in want being out of work

workmen engaged in clearing the foundations of some old houses in whitechapelwhiteebapel
london came upon an immense quantity of human bones stated to weigh about a
coupleoftonscouplecoupie of tons there is no explanation as to this mysterious and ghastly discovery

A coronercoroners jury inquiring as to the death of a liverpool carter named pritchard who
it appeared had died from the effects of excessive drinking were informed that the
deceased had been in the habit of consuming from twenty to twenty six pints of beer a
day

british warships appear to be most unusually unlucky for within a few days three of
them have had mishaps first the camperdownCamper down ran ashore then a boiler burst on the
cruiser leander and now comes the news from british columbia of the cruiser hyacinth
being severely damaged in a storm in the pacific

it is stated that emigration on a large scale from spain to the south american rep-

ublics is now going on in spite of the distracted condition of those republics this is
regarded as evidence of the extreme industrial depression which has been reached in
spain this year there are no columbus funds to give to the unemployed

A terrible tale of the sea comes from penang to the effect that the dutch vessel rajah
kongslekongsee aivechatjeeh was pirated between penang and acheenachenn on july 20 by her acheeneseAcheenese
passengers who murdered the captain two english mates and twenty two members of
the crew the cargo was left intact by the pirates whose leader was an acheeneseAcheenese
supercargo on board seven of his accomplices went aboard at one of the ports of call
after the custom officers had examined and left the steamer this irregularity probably
led to the disaster which resulted in the pirates securing five thousand guildersbuildersguilders as booty
obtaining this however they also killed twenty four passengers and wounded twelve
while eighteen others who escaped in a boat were drowned by the craft capsizing owingowing
to overcrowding nineteen passengers and thirty two of the crew were unharmed the
man at the wheel was first cut down with a sword then mr alexander and next captain
wood was slain in his cabin these murders were followed by a general slaughter in thetho
saloon the pirates carried off four acheeneseAcheenese and five other women


